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 The Conservation Group for the Prestwood and Kingshill Area 

 

NEWSLETTER 18 

January 2009 
Chair’s Column 

Hello everyone. It’s mid-December as I write. I’ve just been out for a walk down at my favourite 
haunt, Shardeloes. There was a light sleet falling and most of the ground and lake was frozen. Much of 
nature is dormant but I still managed to see a Little Owl, a Water Rail and lots of finches. I also saw a 

solitary American Crayfish crawling slowly across the bed of the Misbourne. There is always something 
to see! I haven’t seen many winter migrants yet, just the odd redwing and brambling and scattered 
groups of fieldfares. During the week I did see a red-tailed hawk in a tree in Stonyrock Plantation. My 
excitement quickly dissipated when its falconer owner came into view looking like a very smart Robin 
Hood complete with a jaunty feather-decorated hat. He told me there are several escaped red-tails on 
the loose in the Chilterns. I also met up with Sir John Johnson by the Shardeloes Lake. He is Chairman 

of the Chilterns Conservation Board, the source of a large part of our Sheepwash funding. I took the 
opportunity to update him on our progress with the project. The last work party was well attended, 
despite atrocious weather, and we managed to get most of the path edging done. The dipping platform is 

progressing well, thanks largely to the foundation work done by Ian Waller, Virginia Deradour and an 
enthusiastic team of helpers. 

Since the last newsletter there have been several work parties including the planting of trees 

and bulbs at Kiln Common Community Orchard and further work at Boug’s Meadow. Thanks to all 
concerned, especially George Lewis for his stewardship at the orchard. Let’s hope for a bit of fruit 
picking in a few years’ time (if our avian friends don’t get there first!) 

The AGM was a great success. It was very enjoyable. The members who spoke about their PN 
activities did a great job and Virginia’s turkey went down very well with the excellent wine. The Council 
members and volunteers worked hard to produce a great evening. 

So it’s on to 2009.  A Happy New Year to you all. If you are into making resolutions, how about 
setting the recruitment of a new member as an objective. Jenny would love to receive a string of 
applications. 

Thank you for your support in 2008. Happy wildlife hunting.   John Obee 
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From the Editor 

PNNews18 looks back on the achievements of 
2008 and forward with plans for 2009.  Thanks 
for all the contributions – keep them coming in. 

 
 

 

 
Frosted Bramble 
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MEMBERS’ NEWS 
We had some unusual bird reports in the last few 

months. The first came via e-mail from Mike Collard 

on 12 September: “Ross, our 21 year old, has grown up 

with our birding interest, but is not a birder, 

although he knows when there is something different 

in the garden. He was having his lunch and his words 

to Rose were "What is that bird Mum?", at which 

Rose went loopy and starting shouting upstairs to me; 

I eventually reacted (I thought Rose had shouted 

Roe Deer!) and shot downstairs to see a Wryneck 

staring at us about 8 foot from our back window; 

back upstairs to get my camera and as I got back 

down Ross and Rose saw it fly and land on our garage 

roof and off.” This was only the second report of this 

strange rare migrant woodpecker for our area, and 

the last was from a Great Kingshill garden back in 

1986 (by a Mrs M Hawes)! 

 Ravens, too, seem to be moving closer to 

becoming resident, after reports in the last few 

newsletters of them flying over. This time George 

Lewis saw one in Longfield Wood on 25 October. It 

was only two days later that John Obee reported his 

first Fieldfare and Redwing of the year, harbingers 

of that cold snap when we got that unseasonal fall of 

snow. 

Last, but certainly not least, on Boxing Day, 

Kate Fletcher wrote: “On a walk at dusk this evening 

I saw a pair of Barn Owls. I was walking from the 

square lake (Banks Pond) towards the Abbey Lake, on 

the upper path [furthest from the stream], when a 

pale bird flew from the tree on my right. The tree is 

the first one you come across on your right when 

walking from Banks Pond. I thought it might be a 

Barn Owl, so I looked back at the tree in time to see 

another flying off in the opposite direction. It had a 

white heart-shaped face and sort of blond head, and 

its shoulders were also blond. Its tummy and 

underside of its wings were white. Neither made any 

sound. The second one landed in a tree further off to 

the right.” This is another bird that has been seen 

around over the last few years, but the fact this was 

a pair makes it more significant. Some strategically 

sited barn-owl boxes might encourage them to breed.  

They would be a magnificent addition to our large 

raptors now that red kites and buzzards have become 

common. 

A bit hard on our voles, perhaps! They also 

have an increasing population of “polecats” to contend 
with. Sue Davis found a dead one on Denner Hill. This 

gave a chance to get a good look at the face “mask” 

and it looked more like the hybrid Polecat-ferret 

than a pure polecat, so it may be that our animals are 

all descended from this breed, escaped from 

captivity but to all intents and purposes behaving like 

true polecats. 

Great Crested Newts are not that uncommon 

around here, but they are usually found in the larger 

water-bodies and not so much in garden ponds. 

However, they can roam widely in their terrestrial 

phase and on 27 September a householder in Bernard 

Close, Great Missenden, reported one from her 

compost-heap – the first time we have come across 

one in this habitat (more usually associated with 

slow-worms and grass snakes – which would, I 

imagine, happily gobble up the odd newt!). 

Appropriately for such a wet year, interesting 

plant records have come largely from denizens of 

marshes and ponds. I have written a separate account 

of what has been seen so far at the Sheepwash (p.9), 

but our clearing-out of Brickpits Pond (off Nairdwood 

Lane) revealed good populations surviving there of 

water-plantain and nodding bur-marigold, while 
Steven Evans spotted the first plant of Hemp-

agrimony recorded around here before it was cut 

down by our wonderfully helpful, but sometimes over-

zealous, Chiltern Society Volunteers. A single plant of 

Purple Loosestrife also appeared beside our own 

garden pond – I have no idea how it got there, 

perhaps as seed on the muddy feet of birds, as it 

does grow by the Misbourne. It was presumably the 

exceptional dampness that encouraged rampant 

growth of Water-pepper along the edge of the ride 

in Angling Spring Wood – a plant never recorded 

there before despite many complete surveys of the 

vegetation by myself and many other experts over 

several years. It shows how the seeds of some plants 

can survive for many years until conditions prove 

right for germination. This is a particularly good ploy 

for plants that depend on water in an area where dry 

years are not uncommon. It is the same ploy used by 

those arable “weeds” like poppies that can survive 

decades waiting for the soil to become suitably 

disturbed once again. Excluded by modern weed-

killers from most of the agricultural land where they 

used to thrive, they can now turn up in odd places 

where they can take advantage of lack of competition 

from an established sward and openness to light. I 

have found several of these uncommon annual plants 

at various times along my own road, Lodge Lane, in 

disturbed open patches of ground beside the 

pavement (e.g. dwarf spurge, round-leaved fluellen, 

small toadflax) and this year I found Small Toadflax 

flowering happily at the kerb-edge along Sixty Acres 

Road and Blue Fleabane beside the platform at Great 

Missenden station. 
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This is the time when we usually have 

interesting fungi to report, but this year has been 

rather disappointing, probably because we had so 

much rain too early and we did not get the usual rush 

to emerge in the autumn. I report elsewhere on our 

foray in Angling Spring Wood (p.5) – and see that 

article too for the exciting discovery of a 

Landhopper there, a creature dependent on very high 

humidity to survive. Bob Fastner reported the 

impressively large Trooping Funnel from along 

Wycombe Road, but there is virtually nothing else of 

note, except that I recorded many of the usual 

Waxcaps at Holy Trinity churchyard: Snowy, Crimson, 

Persistent, Parrot, Scarlet, Golden and Pink were all 

present like a natural kaleidoscope, prettier than a 

Kew hothouse.  
During the year Alan Showler has visited 

Holy Trinity churchyard and the Perks Lane Picnic 

Site to record Mosses on our behalf, a group that has 

not been surveyed properly in this area because they 

are a bit of a specialist subject. His 46 records 

included two uncommon ones at the churchyard and 

four at the Picnic Site. 

Lastly, Val and I have been hunting worms! 

This was to help out with a national survey by the 

Natural History Museum and to try out for them a 

new key to common species. It involved three 

methods – digging a standard-sized hole, pouring 

mustard solution over a small patch (this irritates 

them into rising to the surface), and searching under 

logs etc. We recorded seven species from our own 

garden (Little-tree, Blue-grey, Redheaded, Compost, 

Rosy-tipped, Black-headed and Grey) and three from 

Angling Spring Wood (White, Octagonal-tailed, and 

Redheaded). I expected a better tally from the 

wood, but you only had to try to dig there to discover 

that there is hardly any soil at all on the chalk slopes, 

so that the worms were virtually confined to the 

types that live under leaf-litter and in rotting logs. 

Given that we had very little time to meet the 

survey’s deadlines and so had to go out when the 

temperature was almost freezing, it was perhaps not 

such a bad tally anyway. And it’s another nine new 

species for our database!  Tony Marshall 
 

ACTIVITIES REPORTS 
PN Butterfly Transect 2008 
Over the summer of 2008 the PN members walked 

the butterfly transect for a third year. 14 trained 

members of Prestwood Nature participated: David 

Page, Peter Daltry, Sue Devlin, Christine Hoskins, 

Gaye Pickard, Ian Taylor, Angela deMuynck, Sue 

Davis, Virginia Deradour, Vanessa Rickett, Jill 

McVean, Lesley Stoner, George Lewis and Chris 

Bartlett.  

The set transect of 5km was walked almost 

every week from the beginning of April to the end of 

September. The route has 15 sections; this ensures 

the coverage of different habitats to pick up the 

maximum number of species. Butterflies in an 

imaginary “box” around the observer up to 5m in 

front and 2.5m each side were counted and walks 

carried out only in suitable weather, i.e. between 

10.45am and 3.45pm, a minimum temperature of 13°C 

(in sunshine) and 17°C (no sunshine), wind speeds not 

excessive, and no rain. The total number of each 

species of butterfly observed in each section was 

recorded on a standard form in addition to 

temperature, % sunshine, wind speed and direction, 

and the time the walk was started and finished.  

Results In total 1322 

butterflies were counted in 2008. Interestingly, 

despite the poor summer, this count was higher than 

last year when 1078 butterflies were counted but 

still a lot less than 2006 with 3178. For the third 

year running the Meadow Brown was the most 

abundant butterfly with 665 counted. This comprised 

50.3% of the total compared with 45% and 55.4% for 

2007 and 2006 respectively. This is by far the most 

abundant butterfly with no other species having over 

10% of the counts for any year. The next most 

abundant butterfly was the large white with 9.9%. 

This was second in 2006 and third in 2007. Third was 

the gatekeeper with 9.1%: this was also third in 2006 

but sixth in 2007. No Painted lady, Brown Argus or 

Duke of Burgundy were seen this year but the 

Grizzled Skipper reappeared after being absent last 

year. 

The total numbers of most species remained 

fairly constant over the three years. Typical 

examples being the Marbled White with 3.7%, 3.5% 

and 2.1% of the total for 2006 to 2008, the Small 

Copper with 0.3%, 0.7% and 0.5% and the Comma 

butterfly with 0.8%, 1.1% and 0.8%. However some 

species showed a marked change over the three 

years. The Gatekeeper, for example showed a large 

drop in numbers in 2007 representing only 3.8% 

compared with 8.4% and 9.1% for 2006 and 2008. 

The common blue had a similar slump in 2007. In 

contrast the Peacock had a very good year in 2007 

with 9.1% of the counts compared with 0.9% and 

3.4% for 2006 and 2008. The Orange Tip and Red 

Admiral also had much higher percentage counts in 
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2007 compared with the other years. Thankfully, 

none of the butterflies appear to be seriously 

declining. Sadly the Small Tortoiseshell did not 

improve this year, remaining at under 0.5%. Only two 

species appeared to show a significant improving 

trend over the three years. These were the Speckled 

Wood with 1.9% (06), 2.5% (07) and 4.3% (08) and 

the Large Skipper with 0.1%, 0.6% and 1.0% for the 

three years. Hopefully the Brown Argus and Duke of 

Burgundy will make a welcome reappearance in 2009. 

 Week 17 (July 23rd, 26°C, 95% sun) had the 

highest number of counts with 270, followed by week 

18 (July 26th, 21°C, 75% sun) with 254 counts, week 

21 (August 16th, 18°C, 5% sun) with 111 counts and 

week 23 (August 30th, 24°C, 50% sun) with 102 

butterflies counted. These were the only weeks with 

over 100 butterflies counted. It should be noted, 

however, that there were very high numbers of 

Meadow Browns over these weeks. Only in week 3 

(14th April, 14C, 80% sun) were no butterflies 

recorded.  

     As mentioned at the start 

butterfly numbers were up on last year and few 

species appear to be in decline. However, the very 

large number of Meadow Brown, Large White, 

Gatekeeper, Ringlet, Small/Green Veined White and 

Speckled Wood does tend to obscure the true 

picture with only these six species having counts over 

50 for the year in 2008 and together providing 83% 

of all butterfly counts. This means that the remaining 

15 species recorded in 2008 only comprised 17% of 

the total counts. We clearly need to examine these 

species in more detail and try to manage and improve 

their habitats where possible. 

 The results presented here are only a few 

highlights. A more detailed report will be available 

later. This year’s results were again sent to the 

United Kingdom Butterfly Monitoring Scheme to 

form part of their national database.   
Chris Bartlett 

 

PN ladybird survey:first year results 
The ladybird survey was started in 2008 with the 

intention of repeating it annually to monitor changes 

in ladybird populations over time, like the butterfly 

transect. Populations of insects respond quickly to 

environmental changes (e.g. climate, pollution) and are 

thus a good indication of environmental quality. Both 

butterflies and ladybirds are totally dependent on 

plants (the caterpillars of butterflies feed on them, 

the larvae and adults of most ladybirds feed on 

aphids, themselves restricted to plants). 

 Three volunteers were trained in 

the identification of different species of ladybird 

and issued with colour charts to assist them. The 

areas they monitored were their own gardens, where 

ladybirds are generally common and which the 

volunteers could monitor regularly without having to 
travel. The survey has two parts. One is a diary of 

sightings of ladybirds by day, with no attempt to 

search actively or to count numbers. This is 

continued through the year. The other comprises a 
fortnightly 20-minute exploration of the garden, 

undertaken whenever possible in optimal conditions 

(warm, sunny), total numbers of each species being 

recorded. This lasts from April to September. 

 At the time the survey was started, ladybirds 

were under two potential threats. One was the poor 

summer of 2007 that reduced populations of most 

insects (repeated in 2008). The other was the recent 

spread and expansion of the large alien Harlequin 

Ladybird, which is capable not only of feeding on 

aphids but also on the larvae of other ladybirds. 

 In the event, one or other of these threats 

was undoubtedly crucial in 2008, because numbers of 

ladybirds were far below any in recent experience. In 

most weeks our volunteers could find no ladybirds at 

all. In the fortnightly searches one volunteer found 

none at all, one found two in the second half of April, 

and the third found one in the middle of May and two 

around the beginning of June. At other times one 

volunteer only saw a single ladybird (late June), 

another had five sightings in April and early July 

only, and the third 11 sightings spread from May to 

September. These were singletons apart from two 

specimens seen in mid-July. These numbers (only 18 

individuals seen altogether the whole year) are too 

low to establish any sort of pattern and do no more 

than illustrate the rarity of these beetles in 2008. 

 The picture becomes bleaker when we look at 

the types of ladybird seen. Most frequent (8 

individuals) was the Harlequin, the species that may 

be a threat to other ladybirds. Next was the 2-spot 

(7), of which all but one were the “melanic” variety 

which is mainly black with four red spots. Melanism is 

sometimes a response to lower temperatures (as 

black absorbs heat better), and this may explain its 

greater frequency this year, as they are not usually 

as common as the normal type. Only four 7-spots 

were seen, usually by far the commonest of the more 
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obvious ladybirds. This was our largest species until 

the Harlequin came along. It depends on a plentiful 

supply of aphids and the weather seems to have 

depressed their populations. Two 14-spots were seen 

and one 16-spot (our two common yellow-and-black 

species). These are usually as abundant as the 7-

spots, but much smaller and less conspicuous.  

 My casual observations over the 

summer in the countryside confirmed the general 

absence of ladybirds of all kinds, even the harlequins 

being less numerous than in 2007, but if I saw 

anything it was usually a harlequin. It will be 

interesting to see populations next year if we get 

better weather. Let’s hope this year was a low point 

and we come to document the recovery of this 

popular beetle. 

Thanks to our volunteers: Susan Devlin, George Lewis 

and Val Marshall. We could use more volunteers to 

obtain more substantial figures – what could be more 

delightful and less arduous than strolling around your 

garden and contributing to scientific knowledge at 

the same time?      

Tony Marshall 

 

Angling Spring and Fungi Foray Frolics 
On 12 October Prestwood Nature led a public foray 

for fungi in Angling Spring Wood. Although not a very 

good autumn for toadstools this year, largely because 

the wet summer encouraged early sporadic fruiting, 

there was still plenty to fascinate us all. 

 Angling Spring Wood never disappoints if you 

know how to look. Being ancient woodland it has 

developed a complex ecosystem in which fungi play a 

crucial role. Most trees depend on links between 

their roots and the underground systems of fungi 

(tough strands called mycelia) to get the nutrients 

they need to grow to full stature, as the mycelia are 

better able to extract minerals from the soil in the 

process of breaking down dead organic material. At 

the same time the fungi benefit from being able to 

take sugars and proteins manufactured by the trees’ 

photosynthesis. 

 Brush aside the top layer of the deep leaf-

litter and you see a whole world that is continually 

moist and inhabited by fungal mycelia, slugs, snails, 

tiny leaping insects called springtails, centipedes and 

millipedes, and much more that is almost too small to 

see. The rich earthy smell is the by-product of all 

this activity which provides a perfect example of re-

cycling, not an atom of matter going to waste.  

Just before our foray I found in this little 

world a type of creature that had never been seen 

before in Bucks. It was a land-hopper, a type of 

amphipod like the small shrimp-like sand-hoppers 

familiar under seaweed on the beach. It is dark 

brown, over a centimetre long and can easily jump ten 

centimetres. It needs 100% humidity to survive.  

When dry or dead it turns bright pink like shrimps. 

They have been found in Britain before, mostly in 

woods by the coast in the far south-west. They are 

natives of Australia that were introduced to New 

Zealand and have probably been brought to this 

country in pots of tree-ferns, from which they have 

escaped. They fit in well with their leaf-litter fellows 

and, unlike many aliens, cause no damage to our native 

species. (The same cannot be said of the American 

grey squirrels that have ring-barked the tops of 

many of our young trees in the wood this year and so 

killed them.) 

 But autumn is primarily the time for fungi to 

appear and they present an amazing array of colours, 

shapes, textures, smells and (with care!) tastes: 

something for most of our senses. Some grow in the 

leaf-litter, some in moss, some on pieces of rotting 

wood, some on living trees. Toadstools (or 

mushrooms) with a stem and cap are just one of the 

many forms. Some are brackets on the trees, others 

are club-shaped or like fingers, some spread thinly 

over wood, others are just sticky globs! White coral 

is an apt name for one fungus we saw a great deal 

here. And jelly-ear on elder branches looked just like 

that! Some fungi were found with long grey hairs 

growing on them; looking closely the hairs had tiny 

black spherical tips – these were a form of mould-

fungus that you see on bread or jam that has been 

left too long. One black fungus looks like little 

trumpets on the ground, usually growing in dense 

patches, and this is horn-of-plenty. When fresh it is 

good to eat, but on this occasion it was well over and 

beginning to rot. 

 But the most obvious fungi were 

generally the toadstools. Most of these have gills 

under their caps (thin strips where the spores are 

formed), but one group (the boletes) have a thick 

spongy layer with holes. The boletes include the 

edible cep that is celebrated in European cuisine. 

Unlike the brown cep many have quite bright colours, 

and the commonest one in our woods is the red-crack 

bolete, in which the light brown cap usually has pink 

patches where the surface has been damaged. On 
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this day we mostly found the matt bolete, which is 

particularly associated with beech trees. Its dry 

velvety cap contrasts with some other fungi that are 

wet and sticky, like the conspicuous bright white 

porcelain fungus that often grows on logs here. 

 The most colourful group around is generally 

the brittlegills, which come in bright reds, greens, 

blues and yellows as well as brown. Often similar-

looking, but having gills that are less crumbly and 

which exude a milky liquid when damaged (often quite 

plentifully!) are the milkcaps and we found several 

types of these, particularly two common kinds, one 

that grows with beech and another that grows with 

birch. Another two kinds grow with hornbeams, which 

are common in this wood. If one puts a drop of the 

milk on the tip of one’s tongue there is sometimes a 

strong sensation of burning like chilli, and this is 

often used in identification. 

 There were other types that produced a 

liquid when damaged, too. One is aptly called the 

bleeding bonnet, because it produces abundant blood-

like deep red fluid when handled. We saw plenty of 

these on rotting logs, together with a relative which 

has bright orange “blood”. 

 One of the commonest 

toadstools, which we found all over the place, was the 

amethyst deceiver. This was bright purple all over 

and easily recognised. It was accompanied by a lot of 

common deceivers as well, aptly named because it can 

look so different when it is dry or wet, young or old, 

so one is “deceived” into thinking one has found a 

different toadstool. And deceived we were, too, many 

times! Another common and colourful one was the 

lilac bonnet, which has a pleasant rosy tinge. 

 Most of those we found were not edible, 

although other years there are usually plenty of wood 

blewits here, with brown caps and pale mauve gills, 

and last year a couple of forayers took away 

collections for their tea! There are also usually 

several members of the Amanita group, which 

contains some of our most poisonous fungi, like the 

deathcap, which has occurred here. All we found this 

time, however, was the false deathcap, in two forms, 

one yellowish and the other pure white. Although this 

is not poisonous none of us was going to try it out, 

given that it can be so easily mistaken for its close 

relative. All the Amanitas have a fleshy ring on the 

stem and a large pouch at the base, from which the 

stem emerges, so that they can easily be 

distinguished and not taken home for tea. 

 Bad times for most fungi can be good times 

for some unusual ones, and the exciting ones on this 

occasion, two of which I had not seen here before, 

were in the group called woodwaxes. These tend to 

have greasy or sticky caps and can be quite colourful. 

One which was frequent had a white cap and we had 

trouble identifying what it smelled like, although the 

general agreement was that it was definitely 

lavatorial! When I brought a specimen home Val 

declared it to be a mixture of urine and bleach. This 

helped to solve a long-standing mystery for me, as 

one fungus in the books is always described as having 

a strong smell of the larvae of goat moths! But who 

knows what goat moths smell like?  Well, now I do 

know, because this toadstool was the goat moth 

waxcap. Presumably goat moths were once common in 

the past and more people had become acquainted with 

them. If they smell like that, good riddance to them! 

 The other woodwax also perplexed me a long 

time - a bright yellow one that one forayer noticed 

under some larch trees. This was not in any of the 

usual books, but by using more technical works I 

eventually tracked it down to the larch woodwax 

Hygrophorus lucorum, which is very rare in Britain, 
and this was probably the first county record. 

 If we enjoyed looking at (and sniffing and 

feeling) all these fungi, it was also obvious that other 

creatures were enjoying them too. Most of the more 

fleshy ones showed obvious holes and patches where 

slugs and snails had been feasting. Squirrels and 

badgers also eat them. We found one specimen with 

long teeth marks where a wood mouse had been 

clearly eating the edge of the cap.  

Tony Marshall 

 

PN MOVES ON 
We have been successful in getting an award of 

£5,000 from the Bucks Foundation to employ 

someone for a day a week from November 2009. We 

are currently seeking a supplementary grant that will 

enable us to start the appointment earlier in the 

year. This will help substitute for the fact that Tony 

Marshall, who currently puts in a lot of voluntary 

hours, will be reducing his input from next November, 

when he reaches the end of the six years allowed on 

the Council by our Constitution. If we can employ 

someone before that time it will also enable us to 

develop a new forward plan on a more integrated 

basis than we have done so far. This is not a radical 

move away from our current structure based on the 

dominance of voluntary and community effort, but it 

will help bolster that effort. At the same time we are 

developing a website that will give members (and the 
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general public) access to many of our surveys, policy 

documents, etc, and which will, we hope, provide us 

with a more public face. The threat to our 

environment is no less than it ever was when we 

began, and the Council believes we need to move with 

the times if we are to maintain the gains we have 

made so far and build upon them. It seems the more 

we do, the more there is to be done! 

We also welcome a new Council member: Vanessa 

Rickett was elected as a Member at the last AGM. 

 

Visit to John Parker’s Farm 
During a visit to John Parker’s farm in Little Kimble, 

members of Prestwood Nature together with John’s 

son and grandson glimpsed something of a bygone age 

when cherry orchards were prevalent in Prestwood.   

John’s grandfather Fred Gurney grew cherries at 

Hampden farm in Prestwood .  Here John could 

remember the times he spent scaring birds prior to 

the fruit being harvested.   A photograph on display 

showed several cherry ladders with two men on each 

picking fruit.  A similar ladder although only 30 ft 

rather than 60 ft, as those shown in the photograph, 

was on display and we all agreed it must have taken a 

great deal of stamina for an individual to walk and 

place the ladder into the fruit trees.   Once the fruit 

from Fred’s farm had been picked weighed and 

packed it was taken to Great Missenden Station, 

where it was transported to London.  As well as some 

of the baskets used for picking the fruit, John 

demonstrated how to use a set of ‘stillion’ scales, 

which were typically used for weighing fruit.   We 

were also shown Straw Plait-making equipment and 

some frighteningly dangerous looking saws and 

scythes. Finally while enjoying afternoon tea and 

cake, we listened to a tape recording of Fred’s wife. 

Her South Bucks accent, seldom heard these days, 

was of particular interest and was again evocative of 

past times in Prestwood.   Ian Taylor 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Midwinter fire. 
 

At the year’s low point 

holly, almost invulnerable 

it seems, to time and seasons, 

gathers the little light. 

Its leaves reflect like mirrors 

and will burn fiercely 

even on living trees. 

 

But its flowers, folk say, 

make water freeze 

and holly wood thrown 

to any animal 

will bring it back 

quietly. 

 

Holly sprigs were sent to friends  

to celebrate the sun god’s birth 

When you and I were first in love 

we brought in holly from the woods 

to make Christmas at home. . 

 

Holly trees sprung up 

under Christ’s footsteps 

 

Leave it uncut, unshaped 

in the hedgerow 

Bad luck, they say 

follows its felling 

but growing, its goodwill 

keeps away witches 

and fairy folk. 

 

Deep at the green heart 

of this tree of unlikeness 

is the blood red energy 

of stories and myths: 

older than dreams, 

younger than tomorrow. 

 

©Joy Mead 

Winter 2006/7 
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PHOTO PAGE 

 
Wryneck – photo by David Mason (realbirder.com) p2 

 

 

 
 Jelly-ears, Angling Spring Wood, by Don Collier 

 

 

 
White coral, Angling Spring Wood, by Val Marshall 

 

 

 
Twin-spot Centurion fly 

 

 
 Barn owls – photo from BBC website 

 

 
Goat-moth wax-cap 

 
 

 
 

Sumatran fleabane, Grand Union Canal, London 

 

 
 Arcitalitrus dorrieni  Landhopper 
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PROJECTS 
PROGRESS AT SHEEPWASH 

At our work-parties – thanks to many enthusiastic 

volunteers! – we finally laid the path with board-

edging, ready to lay wood-chips in the new year, and 

dug large holes for setting the posts of the dipping 

platform in cement. The posts are connected 

underground by metal plates, so that they will be as 

secure as possible. We started putting in the 

platform itself, but work was delayed, first of all by 

our timber suppliers not getting the materials to us 

in time, and then eventually supplying the wrong sizes, 

so the platform will have to be finished off in 

January, when we hope to have a ceremonial “sheep-

dipping” to celebrate the end of our hard work! 

 
 Meanwhile, the plants and creatures have 

made themselves thoroughly at home.  Of the 25 

species of plant we put in, 16 flowered immediately 

this summer (who spotted the exotic-looking, but 

native, flowering rush?), and 22 put on significant 

growth. The hedge is also well-established. Meanwhile 

16 native aquatic plants appeared out of “nowhere” – 

presumably from seeds dormant in the old pond mud. 

These provided the basis for a healthy eco-system, 

with 42 fauna species recorded in a couple of quick 

visits, including twin-spot centurion (a colourful 

soldier-fly), Keeled Slug, and an elephant hawkmoth 

caterpillar on great willowherb (spotted by Fiona). 

They were only our second local records for the first 

two of these. I am sure there will be much more to 

find in 2009. 

 The disturbance we caused to the pond’s 

surrounds has enabled many short-term plants of 

“wasteland” to appear, as well as some that will 

eventually create a more permanent sward. It will be 

interesting to record the progression over time. 

There were several surprises. One was a grass called 

Water Bent Polypogon viridis – an introduction well-
established in the Channel Islands – which I had only 

seen before beside canals in London, although it can 

crop up in disturbed damp places anywhere in Britain. 

This was the second record of it for this area, but 

only because I had found it a month earlier at 

Hildreth’s Garden Centre, where it is abundant in the 

paving under well-watered benches. Another two 

plants were first records for the area, both from 

exotic climates. The first was a rather insignificant-

looking, though quite tall, plant of the daisy family 

called Sumatran Fleabane Conyza sumatrensis. Its 
close relative Canadian Fleabane crops up regularly 

around Prestwood (having been introduced with 

Canadian troops in the War), but this new fleabane 

from Indonesia has now more or less supplanted the 

Canadian one in London, so I was rather anticipating 

its arrival here sooner or later. The other was from 

South America – Argentinian Vervain Verbena 
bonariensis – a tall plant with spikes of purple flowers 
grown in gardens. We had a massive group of these 

that must have resulted from someone tipping out a 

packet of seed some time last spring! Not to be 

encouraged – but interesting to see nonetheless! We 

shall have to look out for the Argentinian relative of 

Sumatran Fleabane as well, as this is also spreading 

around urban areas already. Lastly, a single plant of 

Chives flowered, presumably from a bulb thrown out 

from some local garden. We shall have to enjoy these 

“adventives” while we can, as a turf of more 

permanent native plants will soon form and these 

exotics will have to find other places to flourish. 

Perhaps there is a case for Prestwood Nature 

deliberately creating little temporary wastelands 

each year around the area – we only have to provide 

the conditions and the seeds will find us! The 

fascination is that one never knows which ones they 

will be.     Tony Marshall 
 

NEW ORCHARD NOW PLANTED 
At last, after a long 5-year search for a site, Kiln 

Common Orchard exists, with 28 trees planted on 1st 

November (a mixture of cherry, apple, pear and 

plum), along with native bulbs and meadow plants, by a 

good turn-out of volunteers. In the event all the 

trees were sponsored, giving us more money to invest 

in future. Details will be available in a booklet that is 

currently in preparation to celebrate this new 

community facility, and the history and wildlife it 

represents.                                            Tony Marshall 
 

ALIENS IN PRESTWOOD  
Chapter 3 Deer 
Sika Deer were brought to England in 1860 and 

subsequently released into a number of estates 

[mainly Scotland]. They can be found in the Lake 

District, New Forest, Dorset and a variety of other 

woodland estates. There is a small population in 

Northamptonshire/Bedfordshire. Within the 

Prestwood area there are no confirmed sightings. 
Fallow Deer are typical of large parklands. There 

were over 700 recorded herds in Britain at one time. 

Escapes inevitably took place and animals can be 
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found easily in areas such as the New Forest. In 1975 

the wild population was estimated at 50,000 animals 

and in 1993 at 60-70,000! I recall seeing a small herd 

of about 30 animals, presumed to be this species in 

the mid 90’s near Stokenchurch. Within the 

Prestwood area I have heard of reports of single 

animals being seen in suitable habitat.  

 
Muntjac deer were introduced in 1894 to Woburn 

where they are now firmly established and I believe 

pose a very serious threat to native woodland habitat. 

Natural England, which issues licences to shoot them, 

consider them such a pest they do not impose a close 

season. They have been recorded with population 

densities of 30 per square kilometre which is bad 

news for gardeners, flora and car-drivers. Hardly a 

day goes by without seeing one in the area. Listen out 

for their repeated dog-like bark when agitated---

particularly at dusk. Muntjac are fantastic jumpers 

and can easily clear a 5 foot fence and seem to do it 

vertically. This is quite an achievement given they are 

only 30 inches or so at the shoulder and are not the 

slimmest of animals (a well fed buck is quite barrel-

shaped). 
Chinese Water deer were introduced at the turn of 

the century in Bedfordshire and have managed to 

hang in there ever since. They have not travelled far 

from the area and suffer in cold winters (like me). 

Within the Prestwood area there are no records but 

they are still around Ivinghoe. One was seen on 

Saturday April 5th this year at Wilstone. 
Reindeer were extinct in Britain about 10,000 years 

ago though they have been reintroduced to Scotland 

from Scandinavia and are farmed on two estates 

there. Within the Prestwood area it is only seen 

annually near the end of December.   

     Peter Daltry 
[Final selection of aliens in the next edition – Ed.] 

 

BOOK REVIEW 
A World without Bees by Alison Benjamin and 
Brian McCallum, published by Guardian books, London, 

2008. 

A World without Bees is a small book full of stories 
and wonders, curiosities and concerns. It questions 

how much most people know of or stop to think about 
the honeybee’s importance as nature’s master 
pollinator? The majority of flowering plants need 
animals to pollinate them, and the honeybee is 
perfectly engineered to perform the task, with a 

body designed to trap pollen and a work ethic that 
leave no petal unturned. Without the honeybee, the 
vitality and colour of the planet would be lost. (p.3) 
How can we not wonder at the amazing parts in a 

1/2inch bee body, the structure of a honeycomb or 

the beauty of bee co-operation and the way they map 

out their locale.   

Perhaps we humans don’t know much about 

the honey bee’s importance for our survival – or don’t 

choose to acknowledge it – but Alison Benjamin and 

Brian McCallum remind us of how throughout history 

we celebrate in story, poetry, music and myth the 
bee as a celestial creature that somehow filled the 
gap between human beings and the divine. After all if 
nectar was a heavenly substance that fell from the 
sky, why wouldn’t the creatures who collected it be 
sacred? (p.19) 

We hold up the bee as an example. The busy 

bee, industrious, selfless worker for the greater 
good (p.20), is very familiar to all of us. Maybe the 

beehive image lost some of its charm when workers 

were working themselves to death in Victorian 

northern England but it re-emerged in full glory as a 

symbol of co-operation for trade unionists. The first 

trade union sponsored newspaper which appeared in 

1862 was called The Bee Hive (p.29) 
A World without Bees is a book of many 

delights and enthusiasms but most importantly it is a 

book of concerns. Alison Benjamin and Brian McCallum 

have a strong message to convey. The suggestion that 

in the disappearance of billions of the world’s 

honeybees we are facing an environmental crisis 
bigger than climate change may appear somewhat 
alarmist. Haven’t bees always been notoriously 

susceptible to viruses? Haven’t they always had good 

and bad times? Maybe, but this book collects 

together - maybe rather hurriedly but that might be 

forgiven in view of the urgency of the message - 

plenty of evidence that something is going seriously 

wrong, not least this story from China: 

The mountains of southern Sichuan in China 
are covered in pear trees. Every April, they are home 
to a rare sight: thousands of people holding bamboo 
sticks with chicken feathers attached to the end, 
clambering among the blossom-laden branches., 
Closer inspection reveals that children, parents and 
even grandparents are all pollinating the trees by 
hand. It is a ritual they have been following for more 
than 20 years ever since pesticides killed their 
honeybees. (p.239) 

Beekeepers themselves warn that an 
ecological crisis caused by unprecedented honeybee 
losses is fast approaching. (p.130) Colony Collapse 
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Disorder, as this new wildlife affliction is called, is 

responsible for the loss of millions of bees across the 

globe. Although within the available evidence from 

beekeepers and scientists, no single culprit has been 

identified, beekeepers themselves blame the 

potential disaster on nicotine based insecticides such 

as imidacloprid, used as flea treatment for pets, for 

general home and garden use, on lawns etc. It has 

already been proved to be toxic to house sparrows 

and worms. If it can be proved to be harmful to bees 

then it will not be approved for use in the EU. Added 

to this hazard, there is no doubt that by destroying 
the environment in which the honeybee lives, man is 
reducing her chances of survival. (p.185) 

Fewer green spaces mean fewer wild flowers 
and plants for bees to forage on and sustain a 
healthy diet. Unfortunately, many fabulous looking 
cultivated blooms, such as double-headed roses, 
chrysanthemums and dahlias, provide no nectar and 
little pollen. (p.193) 

Alison Benjamin and Brian McCallum conclude 

that what is clear from all the fascinating people we 
have spoken to during our investigation, and the 
thousands of column inches we have read about 
honeybees and their demise, is that we need a 
fundamental rethink about what we expect from our 
bees. (p.267) 

Please read this book and tell your friends 

about it. Then think about what else you might do: 

grow nectar-rich plants to attract bees and other 

pollinators, never use garden pesticides, especially 

Imidacloprid, raise awareness of the seriousness of 

the problem with MPs etc. 

When I was a child I was fascinated and 

appalled by stories of canaries used in coal mines as 

prophecy and warning to the miners. Now I wonder: 

Is that what the bees are doing, telling us that our 
industrialised farming with its monocultures, 
pesticides and increasingly unreasonable demands on 
honeybees themselves is not sustainable. With their 
limited resistance to poisons and pollutants, are they 
the canary in the coal mine warning us that if our 
lifestyles are killing them, we are not far behind. 
(p.262)     Joy Mead 

 

 

British bees in crisis 
British beekeepers recently marched to Downing 

Street to seek a commitment for increased funding 

for research into bee disease and husbandry.  One 

third of Britain’s honeybee colonies (Western 

Honeybee Apis mellifera) have been lost over the last 
year, a trend which, if it continues, will have a 

devastating impact on pollination of agricultural crops 

such as oilseed rape and field beans.   
British Wildlife p 141 Vol 20 No.2 Dec 08 

 

Membership Renewals & Gift Aid  
 

Included with this newsletter is a membership 

renewal form for 2009. This form allows for all 

members of a family residing at a single address to 

be members for the £5 annual subscription fee, so 

please, take advantage of this where appropriate.  

For the last couple of years the form has 

included a Gift Aid Declaration; this avenue of 

funding has proved beneficial in raising an additional 

£285.  The income raised from your subscriptions 

and Gift Aid goes towards the costs of providing the 

newsletter and meeting our day to day running 

expenses. A major item is Prestwood Nature’s 

combined membership and insurance cover provided 

by BTCV (British Trust for Conservation Volunteers). 

The balance goes towards other expenses. 

Over the course of a year a lot of time is 

spent making grant applications; these have allowed 

us to carry out various projects and are usually very 

specific on the items the grant received can be spent 

on. However, some of our ongoing projects like Boug’s 

Meadow and the Wildlife Demonstration Garden at 

Sprinters have requirements for one-off smaller 

expenditure items, like plants and notice boards, and 

on other occasions the ability to purchase tools or 

equipment to assist the work being carried out would 

be advantageous. Any additional donations received 

will go towards these miscellaneous costs as and when 

necessary and are gratefully received. 

It is a great help for membership renewals to 

be returned quickly as this saves time and reduces 

our costs following up subscriptions.   

Jenny Smith 
 

A very happy New Year to all our A very happy New Year to all our A very happy New Year to all our A very happy New Year to all our 
members, wishing you all successful members, wishing you all successful members, wishing you all successful members, wishing you all successful 
wildlife hunting and wildlife hunting and wildlife hunting and wildlife hunting and renewed renewed renewed renewed excitement excitement excitement excitement 
in this placein this placein this placein this place....    
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 

January 2009 
11 Sunday 10am-1pm Longdown Bank, continued ash clearance. Meet promptly at 10am at Hampden Bottom Farm 

to be transported to this remote site. 
24 Saturday 10am-1pm Sheepwash Completion of pathway, dipping platform, and tidying-up. Ceremonial sheep-dip 

at 12 noon. Honor End Lane.  

 

February 
7 Saturday 10am-1pm Angling Spring Wood Fence removal and scrub clearance. Entrance from main road gate, 

where there will be someone to show you where to go. 
21 Saturday 10am-4pm Holy Trinity Churchyard, Prestwood Scrub removal etc.  Refreshments and lunch 

provided. 

 

March 
8 Sunday 10am-1pm Angling Spring Wood Fence removal and scrub clearance. Entrance from main road gate, where 

there will be someone to show you where to go.  (This extra date is to compensate for the cancellation of last 

year’s work-party here because of bad weather.) 
21 Saturday 10am-1pm Continued clearance at Boug’s Meadow Great Missenden, by Link Road car park.  Scrub 

clearance, planting. 

 

April 
5 Sunday 10am-1pm Kiln Common Orchard Greenlands Lane, Prestwood. Further planting and other work.  

18 Saturday 2pm-5pm Spring Walk along Green Lanes I Explore the nature of some of our most ancient 

trackways. See what would be destroyed if the off-road vehicles get their way.  Meet at Sprinters Sports Centre, 

Honor End Lane, Prestwood.  The route is about 4 miles and takes in Cobblershill, returning from Martins End along 

Prestwood High Street. Some walking along minor roads is involved. 

 

May 
10 Sunday 2pm-5pm Spring Walk along Green Lanes II Explore the nature of some of our most ancient 

trackways. See what would be destroyed if the off-road vehicles get their way. Meet at Little Missenden Village 

Hall (near The Crown). The route is 4-5 miles along several lanes south of Little Missenden. Some walking along 

minor roads is involved. 
 

CONTACTS 
Chair John Obee 865564 

Children’s WATCH activities Gaye Pickard 865250 or Lesley Stoner 890128 

Programme Secretary Ian Taylor 890653 

Membership Secretary Jenny Smith 866426 

Treasurer Fiona Grant 862909 

Wildlife Records Tony Marshall 864251 ecorocker@gmail.com  

Other council members  

Joy Mead 864011 

Vanessa Rickett  

Ian Waller 488567 
 

Newsletter Editor Val Marshall 864251 valmarshall@waitrose.com 
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